Acoustic absorption calculation in irreducible porous media: a unified computational approach.
A critical task in predicting and tailoring the acoustic absorption properties of porous media is the calculation of the frequency-dependent effective density and compressibility tensors, which are explicitly related to the micro-scale permeability properties. Although these two quantities exhibit strong sensitivity to physics occurring at complex micro-scale geometries, most of the existing literature focuses on employing very limited in-house and oftentimes multiple numerical analysis tools. In order to predict these parameters and acoustic absorption efficiently and conveniently, this article synthesizes multiple disparate approaches into a single unified formulation suitable for incorporation into a commercial analysis package. Numerical results computed herein for four close-packed porous media are compared to similar results available in the literature. These include simple cubic, body-centered cubic, and face-centered cubic structures, and also hexagonal close-packed, which has not appeared in the literature. Together with critical comparisons of a hybrid versus direct numerical approaches, the close agreement demonstrates the capabilities of the unified formulation to analyze and control the acoustic absorption properties at the microscopic level.